DOG GEAR

Outfit an Adventure Dog
Sharing epic trips with your pup requires training—and the right gear. Here’s how to keep your pet
pal safe and comfortable. by ADAM BIBLE

CAMPING

NiteDog Rechargeable
LED Dog Collar
Nite Ize
If Rex can’t resist chasing critters into the
woods, make sure he’s easy to spot with this
rechargeable LED collar—a button activates
a bright glow for 6.5 hours. $25; niteize.com

Highlands Sleeping Bag
Ruffwear
You may love your pooch, but you don’t want
to sleep with her. This synthetic-down bag
opens into an oval mat during the day, zips
closed at night, and packs into its own stuff
sack. From $100; ruffwear.com

TRAIL RUNNING

Hands-Free
Dog Leash
Tuff Mutt
Cruising down gnarly trails
gets dicey with wildlife and
hikers distracting your dog,
who might pull you offbalance. This hands-free
48-inch-long leash’s bungee cord absorbs sudden
tugs, keeping you upright.
$25; tuffmutt.net

K9 Backbowl
Mountainsmith
Most portable bowls are easy to carry but fussy and prone to tip. This
foldable, 2.7-ounce, TPU-coated-nylon version tucks into a hydration
vest or pocket yet is
sturdy—snaps at the
corners form a pan
that holds 1.25 liters
of water. $13;
mountainsmith.com
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Surf N Turf Dog Life Jacket
Kurgo
Don’t let doggy paddling fool you; not all breeds swim like a Lab. Before going onto the water, strap a flotation jacket on your dog. This
versatile coat has two tethering points and big carrying handles so
you can yank your pooch out of the drink. The foam layer is removable, making the shell usable as a raincoat. From $46; kurgo.com

Lavasox Summer Boots
Saltsox
The noses of most paddleboards lack
texture, so dogs who love to perch out
there benefit from a better grip. These airy
dog boots have a grippy rubber bottom
that will keep your dog steady and double
as protection against scorching summer
pavement. $60; saltsox.com

